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The Inquisitor's Tale by Adam Gidwitz
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Gidwitz tackles a slice of medieval history in the style of The
about
Canterbury
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narrated by various individuals being interviewed in a local inn. This story follows a young peasant girl
with prophetic visions, a young monk with supernatural strength, and a young Jewish villager who can
heal any wound (as well as the aforementioned Holy Dog). Gidwitz mainly focuses on their adventures
during the first half of the story, how they got into their current predicament, how they met one another,
and the enemies they conquer (such as a dragon, who, due to an unfortunate intestinal issue, breathes fire
out of the wrong end). However, this story also covers serious topics within its pages, such as how can
three children and a dog stop a book burning, deal with intolerance and discrimination because of who
they are, or avoid members of the Inquisition? Read more
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The Wild Robot by Peter Brown
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Peter Brown?s foray into middle-grade literature, The Wild Robotabout
is a heartwarming
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robot
stranded on an island only populated by animals. Our heroine, the robot Roz, must learn how to survive
on the island and how to coexist with the variety of animals who already inhabit the island. Roz is
programmed to learn and adapt to her surroundings and eventually she learns how to communicate with
the animals. After disguising herself as a bush, a boulder, or flower patch, and eventually earns their
trust. Roz also has to learn how to be a parent after an unfortunate accident. The novel traces this growth
and how Roz and the animals are able to work together and overcome challenges that none of them could
have completed alone. This story touches on collaboration, compassion, creativity, and some of the
deepest, and best, parts of human (and animal) nature. Read more
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